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v MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR WORK

v EVALUATIONS ON  CONDITIONALQA DATASET

v OVERVIEW OF OUR IDEA & APPROACHES

▶ New approach for conditional question answering: 
We propose a self-supervised learning method on structured 
documents based on conditional question generation and 
contrastive learning, to resolve the challenge of insufficient 
supervision for conditional question answering.

▶ Complex response generation: We propose an end-to-
end pipeline to provide controllable conditional answers for 
conditional question answering by: 1) selecting candidate 
answers and conditions, and 2) choosing the best matches by 
calculating the matching score of their corresponding query and 
key vectors.

▶ Excellent results: The experimental results show that our 
method can answer conditional questions more accurately 
Computational Linguistics compared to previous conditional 
question answering methods.
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Figure: Overview of our self-supervised learning approach for 
Conditional Question Answering. 
▶ The Augmentation Corpus are crawlled from web and we 
leveraged selective extraction to generate document segments.
We leverage Supervised Dataset ConditionalQA to train G and 
generate Augmentation Dataset with G.

▶ Afterwards, M is trained on the union of Augmentation 
Dataset and Supervised dataset with contrastive learning 
which results in decent performance gain.

Intuition: If we can provide Conditional Question Generator G 
with a more precise context S with sufficient information for a 
conditional question, then G can answer the question more 
accurately, and the obtained Augmentation Dataset can be used 
to train Conditional Question Answering Model M.

v CONDITIONAL QUESTION GENERATION

▶ Selective extraction are conducted as shown in Algorithm, 
based on the discoveries in statistics of ConditionalQA dataset: 
1) leaf-text nodes are likely to be conditions and answers; 
2) different answers to a conditional question are usually siblings; 
3) the conditions for an answer is usually in the child nodes of it.

▶ Two models - a generative state generator and an extractive 
label generator are leveraged to generate diverse conditional 
question with user scenario and high-accuracy labels.

Tables: Statistics of the 
ConditionalQA train dataset for 
guiding selective extraction.

Algorithm: Conditional question genera-
tion with an augmentation corpus and a 
trained generator.

v PERTURBATIVE CONTRASTIVE LEARNING

Table: Four basic operations on the documents for Contrastive Learning 
with little loss in the document’s information. 

Motivation: The structure of documents can be perturbed with 
little loss in its information. Similar representations of the 
corresponding parts can be learned to facilitate learning from 
such complex documents and benefiting the CQA task.

Formula: Contrastive learning loss, where m′ is the total number of nodes 
in Document D, t′i and tki represent a positive pair (i.e., tags of 
corresponding nodes), and t−

ki represents tags of any nodes other than tki 
in D. sim computes the similarity of two nodes with dot-product.

Table: Main results on the ConditionalQA dataset. “EM / F1” shows the 
standard EM / F1 metrics based on the answer span only. “w/ conds” 
shows the conditional EM / F1 metrics. 
1) LSD outperforms all baselines on extractive and conditional subset.
2) LSD performs less well than TReasoner in Yes / No questions. LSD’s is 
inclined to provide conditional answers due to training with our question 
generation system, which is penalized by the evaluation metric.

Table: Result on the ConditionalQA dataset with conditional answers. 
LSD significantly outperforms all baselines in all metrics.

v PIPELINE FOR CQA RESPONSE GENERATION

Figure: Pipeline to answer conditional questions with candidate answer-
condition selection and matching score calculation.


